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DOFALA Inc.
“DOFALA Inc.” is a animation studio that can provide joy and happiness to people. As a 

content producer that creates animation and music, We plan and produce various genres 

of content based on Unreal real-time rendering technology.

“DOFALA Inc.” specializes in contents creation. Currently, the animation team, business 

team, and the sound team are operating from our head office in Korea. We have also 

established a branch in Indonesia to produce shows through collaboration with our head 

office team. In addition, we are currently expanding the number of employees for various 

projects. We are actively contributing to the domestic and international content industry 

through innovative usage of animation and music.
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DINO POWERS HERO RISEMAN
KUANG THE

LITTLE DINOSAUR

ONGOING PROJECT



DINO POWERS
Synopsis
The only existence that can save the world, Dino Powers !!
In the not too distant future, science and technology are rapidly developing, and 

people live by raising dinosaur’s pets that have been saved by genetic engineering. 

One of them is Choi Kang, an ordinary elementary school student who lives with a 

cute dinosaur Tyranno who is treated like family. 

One night, with the sound of knocking on the window, the cube flies in, shines 

brightly, turns into a bracelet, and chooses the strongest wrist. It doesn't take long for 

the main character to realize that the power of a cube bracelet can transform a 

Tyrannosaurus into a mechanized dinosaur and that special goggles can be used to 

see a Simon that permeates humans' daily lives and causes accidents. 

The present world where dynos and humans coexist and the parallel world on the 

other side where monsters live. The Cube chose four heroes to stop Anti-Ti from 

breaking the boundaries between the two worlds. They work together to form 

Dinosaurs and fight against monsters! 

Dinopowers, the only being who will save the world against the antis who want to 

break down the boundaries between the parallel world and the human world, begins! 
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HERO RISEMAN
Synopsis



HERO RISEMAN CHARACTERS
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KUANG The Little 
Dinosaur Synopsis
Kuang, Carrie, Greeny, Pico and Tobi had a very good 

relationship in this dinosaur village.

They have completely different personalities and 

appearances, but they love music.

The dino band will be joined by the band.

The music is the most important thing in their mind.

They use music to have fun, to gain fresh knowledge, to create 

amazing inventions as well as to figure out quarrel between them.

<KUANG The Little Dinosaur> it's a content that can see these little 

dinosaurs growing up step by step through their singing.

The World of Dinosaur Friends "Dino Village"

Singing-loving dinosaur friends transform into great stages and

devices anytime, anywhere.The all-around bus "Genie" travels 

around Dino Village, expressing what they 

have awakened in a song.



KUANG THE
LITTLE DINOSAUR

KUANG unfolds stories about daily life and 
safety based on music at the eye level of 
children around the world.



BUSINESS DIRECTION

Toy and merchandise

Promotion through 

partnership

Video

Mobile and PC game
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MEDIA LICENSING

GAME MARKETING



Thank You
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